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• All attendees lines are on mute 
and cameras are turned off

• Ask questions at any time using 
the Q&A tab on your screen

• This webinar is being recorded, 
and all registrants will receive a link 
to the recording and slides 

• For more learning materials, check 
out ReviewPro’s Resource Library

A Few Admin Details …



• 2021 Outlook

• Leadership

• Planning

• Technology

• Q&A

Today’s Topics



How is your company handling 2021 planning? (choose the 
best answer)

q Our 2021 budget and plan are already done

q We’ve started the process

q We plan to start soon

q We’re waiting until we know more

q We probably won’t do a 2021 budget this year

q Not sure

Use the pop-up window on your screen to respond. 

Poll 1

?
??



Welcome from ReviewPro

Tim Towle
Cofounder 
ReviewPro
@ReviewPro



Part of a Multi-National Hospitality Organization

• ReviewPro is part of the Shiji
group:

- 60.000+ Hotel clients

- Clients in 150+ countries

- Founded 2009

- 100 employees



Over 60,000 Clients and Partners in 150 Countries

Hotels Restaurants
Destinations &

Star Ratings
Consultants & 

Advisors
Hotel Owners & 

Investors

Management & 
Representation 

Companies



What We Do

Feedback
ReviewPro is a platform for 
gathering guest feedback…

Analytics & Tools
…for managing, acting on & 
responding to that feedback…

Reporting
… multiple reporting options to 
monitor, benchmark and gain insight…

Reviews
From 175+

sources
Post-stay

Surveys
Direct, solicited 

feedback
In-stay & post-stay

Dashboards, filters & views
Alerts, Auto Cases & Workflows
Guest response tools

Messaging
Direct from guest

In-stay & some 
post-stay

Predefined & customized reports

Reports by role, Scheduled reports

API: Connect PMS, CRM, BI

+

AI
… that uses AI to maximize 
efficiency and ROI with…

AI drives guest interaction in the form of 

chatbot and review response and quick 

and detailed data analysis

+



2021 Outlook



HVS – STR Projections 



• By geography: first local, then 
domestic, then international

• By hotel segment: economy & 
midscale recovering more quickly than 
upscale and luxury 

• By property type: smaller properties 
less affected than larger properties

• The hotel industry won’t fully recover 
until meetings and events return

• Everything is contingent on success of 
efforts to contain the virus

Recovery Is Coming in Phases

Source: McKinsey & Company, based on interviews with travel 
managers between June 22 and July 9, 2020



Initiatives to Make Travel Safer

• Our best hope is to find a vaccine, but 
that will take time to develop, test and 
distribute

• Digital immunity passports

• Travel corridors 

• Global testing protocols (pre- and/or 
post-travel)

• Temperature checks – how effective 
are they? 

• Covid health insurance for 
international travelers – not easy to get



Focus on What You Can Control

OUTSIDE OF YOUR 
CONTROL

The Pandemic

Travel Restrictions

Government Regulations

Willingness to Travel

Market Conditions

Speed of Recovery

UNDER YOUR 
CONTROL

Cleanliness & Sanitation

Communications

Guest Experience

Guest Satisfaction

Team Motivation

Preparedness



• Dealing with closures and historically low 
occupancy

• Downsizing your team

• Anxious guests and employees

• Ensuring a safe environment

• Providing answers, reassurance and direction

• Multitasking 

• How to continue to show leadership?

Today’s Leadership Challenges



Guest Speaker

Brian Tapson
Cluster General Manager
Apex City of London &
Apex London Wall Hotels



Apex Hotels 
• We're a family business, born in 

1996 in  Edinburgh, with 10 four-star 
hotels throughout the UK. 

• We like to think of our hotels as 
members of the family, each with 
their own personality and style. 

• We have properties in Edinburgh, 
Dundee, Glasgow, Bath & London.

Following Lockdown:
• We opened some properties at the 

end of July, City of London on the 
25th September and some will 
follow in the new year.

“We will create memorable experiences you will want to share”



Planning for next year
• Pre Covid-19 the owner's 

expectation was for us to focus 
on Productivity and long-term 
profitability, although since Covid
interrupted our lives, we are 
slowly re-building the business 
alongside working on our long-
term goals and strategies.

• Covid-19 has reinforced/ 
expediated several projects and 
strategies we had already planned 
for 2020 and beyond.



Planning for next year
• Focus is currently on deploying 

Technology to enable and streamline 
process. Giving our guests the choice 
of digital vs online check in, etc. 

• A new PMS, Guest messaging, chat 
bot and Auto Case Management 
being some examples of deploying 
effective technology.

• The People’s piece and team’s 
journey is a key focus, especially with 
Brexit looming and now more so 
during the pandemic and thereafter.



How to keep your team 
inspired and engaged

• Note: Photos are from pre-Covid; 
today, we’re wearing masks and 
social distancing!

• Create transparency – be honest and 
open. Communication is key. Be 
kind, and humble. Seek first to 
understand, then be understood.

• Clarify expectations, be clear and do 
not assume they are always 
understood. 

• Enable: Provide support, tools & 
resources required, and be realistic.

• Relevant Learning and Development 
programs. Significant training 
budgets!



• Be inclusive, utilize and increase the 
skill and knowledge around you. 
Allow yourself to learn from your 
team as much as they will hopefully 
be learning from you.  Inspire them.

• Encourage a healthy and 
competitive spirit and reward great 
performance.

• Confront Reality and have necessary 
and difficult conversations when 
required.  

• Be accountable, lead by example 
and expect meaningful 
accountability, and high 
performance in return. Discipline is a 
must.

How to keep your team 
inspired and engaged



Important 
qualities for 

leaders 
during this 

time:

• Excellent Communicators

• Emotional Intelligence 

• Empathy, Kindness, Human, being real.

• Pro Active, Passionate and Resilient, 
Believe in a better future – beyond the 
now.

• Critical & Creative thinking, flexible and 
adaptable.  

• The ability to create Organizational Trust.

• Ability to create Transparency.

• Collaboration & negotiation skills.



Top Recommendations 
for Planning 2021

• Re-evaluate / Re-establish 
your Purpose, Values, 
Brand, Vision.  

• Ensure your Purpose is 
echoed throughout all 
strategies, processes, 
systems, employee and 
guest interactions.

• Create Transparency for 
People – Guests and Team 
members.

• Inclusive leadership / 
Meaningful Goals and 
Strategies



Top Recommendations 
for Planning 2021

• Think long term: beyond 
the bump in the journey 
which is Corona. Think 
sustainable profitability, not 
immediate return.

• Be mindful that 
Technology and systems 
enable people to be more 
productive and should 
create, support and 
enhance the employee and 
Guest journey, as opposed 
to replacing human 
interaction.



What is your biggest challenge to 2021 planning? (choose 
the best answer)

q Uncertainty in market demand

q Delivering the expectations of managers/owners

q Short-staffed

q Lack of clear direction from leadership/ownership

q We’re closed and not sure when we’ll reopen

Use the pop-up window on your screen to respond. 

Poll 2

?
??



Guest Speaker

Ramón Adillón Sastre
Director, Quality and Environmental 
Systems
Paradores de Turismo



Paradores de Turismo



• Realistic - pessimistic approach

• Three main options:

1. Do nothing (wait and delay budgeting as 
long as possible)

2. Create two budgets (good vs. bad 
scenario)

3. Budget like an opening (bottom-up 
growth strategy)

How Are Hoteliers Planning for Next Year?



• Government assistance

• Operating with limited resources

• Making great efforts to keep the business 
going

• Regular communications with employees

• Training and coaching sessions 

• Facilitating family reconciliation measures

• Reassure them we will come out of this 
together 

Keeping Staff Committed and Motivated



• Revenue management in most cases is non-
existent: low occupancy is not because of 
hotel rates, but because of fear

• Try not to get into a price war, but to 
maintain a decent ADR that allows for active 
workers and less loss

• Flexibility in sales policies so that people do 
not fear losing their money

• Encourage direct sales

• Marketing activity has decreased

• Concentrate on domestic (national) demand

Where to Focus Marketing & Revenue Efforts?



• Cost control

• Market analysis and segmentation

• Innovation

• Customer centric organizations 

• Cleanliness and health protection are the 
new luxury

Top Recommendations for 2021 Planning



Technology:
Planning to meet the 

needs of hoteliers during 
and after recovery.



Covid 19 Accelerates the Changes that Were Already 
Happening

AI

Automation

Workflow

Connectivity



Automation

The immediate implementation of automation in the 
pandemic means taking out as much human interaction as 
possible to reduce exposure for guests and staff. 

In the long term it means creating a seamless 
experience for the guest allowing them to control 
their stay. 



AI will transform our world more than the internet, 

AI

fundamentally changing how we interact with information.



Workflow

Workflow and case management systems are coming 
out of their silos and are being adopted across 
organizations.

They are the glue of the new world where the 
information is customer centric and real time.



Connectivity / Integrations

Connectivity between applications is now compulsory

Lack of integration is an efficiency that 
organizations can no longer afford.



Guest Experience Automation™

ROI Based Analytics

Pre-trained Multilingual Chatbot

Pre-filled Knowledge Base

Just-In-Time (inbound) Right-Time (outbound)

Guest Journey Captured

Tools: Configurable Conversation Flows

Channels:

Data & Analytics:

Flexible 
Communication:  

Cases, Workflow & Escalation Rules

Mass Outbound Messaging

Guest Journey Automation

Dynamic TemplatesPre-Defined Chatbot Flows



Q&A with Our Presenters

Daniel Craig
Founder
Reknown

Tim Towle
Cofounder
ReviewPro

Ramón Adillón Sastre
Director, Quality and 

Environmental Systems
Paradores de Turismo

Brian Tapson
Cluster General Manager

Apex Hotels

Note: Information and the views on this webinar and during the Q&A are of the speakers alone, and are 
intended to give a broad range of expertise from the global travel industry.



www.reviewpro.com

info@reviewpro.com

@ReviewPro


